Harvard Crimson polls 'Cliffies on Ringo's marriage; many like Paul

By Jeff Trimmer

Last week we reported an informal poll on Vietnam taken by the Harvard Crimson. This week they report on another poll this time on Ringo Starr's marriage. The Crimson received 123 responses. Responses ranged from "I'm really broken up. I want to know what she looks like." One caller was received by a "Wait a minute, and for a group decision: "We like them all very much as musicians and we love Ringo as a brother, but if it had been Paul it might have been a difference matter." Another answered with a nervous giggle and said, "I was very disappointed. It's so distasteful. But not if Ringo can get married so can Paul, and that's what I was after." Other answers: 'I can't think of anything less relevant' or "Very good for Ringo-I think a hairdresser is precisely what he needs."

But the last we saved was priceless, "I don't know who was married, but can you explain why my Crimson hasn't been delivered all week?"

Body Snatchers at Ottawa

There were reports of a group of body snatchers taken by the University of Ottawa, Canada. Apparently a number of youth are reportedly wearing Ottawa University jackets, stole a dummy wrapped up in bandages to look like a mummy from the lobby of a theater in downtown Ottawa. The dummy was part of a promotion for the movie "Curse of the Mummy's Tomb." The proprietor of the theater has refused to honor lowered prices for student cards from the University of Ottawa or its affiliated high school until the dummy is returned. May the curse of the mummy be upon you!

Best-dressed college girls?

Vassar Miscellany News reports on a current search by Glamar magazine for the best dressed college girl. As reported in Vassar Miscellany News history has been represented in this "socially active" group, and the correspondent offers her explanation. "We think the reason lies in the requirement of three photographs, one in a "typical campus outfit." "Show us the Vassar girl honest enough to be pictured in her jeans and haggdy sweater, in her lone socks and shift," one caller was received by "Wait a minute, and for a group decision: "We like them all very much as musicians and we love Ringo as a brother, but if it had been Paul it might have been a difference matter." Another answered with a nervous giggle and said, "I was very disappointed. It's so distasteful. But not if Ringo can get married so can Paul, and that's what I was after." Other answers: 'I can't think of anything less relevant' or "Very good for Ringo-I think a hairdresser is precisely what he needs."

But the last we saved was priceless, "I don't know who was married, but can you explain why my Crimson hasn't been delivered all week?"

BU newspaper, president clash

By Elaine Cravitz

Boston University students are threatening to finance, edit and publish their own student newspaper unless BU President Harold C. Casey adopts a non-interference policy with regard to the campus weekly newspaper Boston University News.

The BU Student Congress met Sunday, February 14, in an "emergency session" and passed a series of resolutions designed to give students control of the BU News. Previously, university officials had the right to judge the accuracy, make-up, priority and validity of all material printed in the BU News. The student leaders, according to Congress President Kevin McCarthy, have appropriated $363 for publication of an independent newspaper if Case ignores the demands. The dispute resulted from articles printed in the BU News dealing with the Boston University Book Store student boycott and the Administration's take-over of the university radio station WHRB.

The student spokesmen said that Case, as official publisher of the BU News, suggested quite strongly that editor Werner Schneider, BU School of Public Communications, "print an apology "to any parties which might have been harmed by the News' coverage of the two events."
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